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La mesure harmonique



La mesure harmonique: la dislocation du soi son, 2015
Performance at Les Urbaines, Arsenic, Lausanne, Switzerland, 2015



La mesure harmonique: la dislocation du soi son, 2015
Performance and installation at Les Urbaines, Arsenic, Lausanne, Switzerland, 
2015



La Mesure harmonique, De l‘humain applicable aux règles transgressées de la 
peinture étendue à l‘espace (création), 2015
Performance and installation at Centre culturel suisse, Paris, France, 2015
Photo credit: Simon Letellier



La Mesure harmonique, De l‘humain applicable aux règles transgressées de la 
peinture étendue à l‘espace (création), 2015
Performance and installation at Centre culturel suisse, Paris, France, 2015
Photo credit: Simon Letellier



La Mesure harmonique, De l‘humain applicable aux règles transgressées de la 
peinture étendue à l‘espace (création), 2015
Performance and installation at Centre culturel suisse, Paris, France, 2015
Photo credit: Simon Letellier



A SENSE OF MEASURE

After becoming interested in the figure of the monkey, Guillaume Pilet has drawn 
inspiration from Brazilian modernism to develop new experiments in painting and 
performance art.
Performance art has always occupied a central place in Guillaume Pilet‘s multi-
facetted work. He likes to be precise in terms of the references he uses, focusing 
on historic forms and repurposing them to fit the context. Begun during a trip 
to Brazil when he was exhibiting at the Kunsthalle in São Paulo in 2014, the new 
performance series entitled La Mesure harmonique draws its inspiration from the 
tropical roots of Brazilian modernism.
Guillaume Pilet has always used a wide variety of different references in his work 
and drawn inspiration from his surroundings: he works at the crossroads of his 
interests in primatology, ethnology, modernist architecture, concrete art, litera-
ture, poetry and contemporary music. That‘s why, when he went to Brazil, he had 
a copy of Le Corbusier‘s Modulor in his luggage. But these architectural theories 
take on a new dimension when seen through the tropical prism. Some even have 
practical applications, like the Dom-Ino principle, where the hot climate of São 
Paulo means that supporting walls can be replaced by large glazed windows open 
to the exterior. The full meaning of the social dimension of architecture became 
clear to Pilet, and major personalities such as Lina Bo Bardi joined his hall of 
fame.
As concrete art has many followers in Brazil, Guillaume Pilet found motifs he could 
play around with in his Shape Canvases. These became freer forms via freestyle 
drawings inspired by wave motifs (bossa), reminiscent of Brazilian landscape 
architect and artist Roberto Burle Marx‘s famous mosaic on the promenade at 
Copacabana. The wave then became a Warburgian motif drawn from many cultures 
and periods—from its use in vernacular and primitive representations to its opti-
cal exaggeration in tropicalist psychedelicism. Unconsciously modelling himself on 
Burle Marx, Guillaume Pilet picked up leaves from endemic tropical vegetation the 
first time he went for a walk in São Paulo. The very history of Brazilian culture is 
discovered and redigested in these free sources of inspiration, as prescribed in 
Cannibal Manifesto by the poet and novelist Oswald de Andrade. In this way, the 
social dimension of Brazilian modernism challenges the artist and becomes a mee-
ting point for his various influences, as evidenced in his exhibition Sintesé Huma-
nista in São Paulo.
Guillaume Pilet is now using body painting for the first time. His interest focuses 
on cultural minorities and certain Amazon tribes for whom body painting has a 
ritual and symbolic meaning. He is especially drawn to the Xingu Indians who use 
stylised animal motifs, each person having his own formal vocabulary. In his per-
formances, the performer is first painted so that the wave motif follows the lines 
and curves of his body. It becomes hard to distinguish the man behind the pat-
tern, and by the same token his nudity becomes irrelevant. The body really does 
become a living medium for painting, donning the motif so that it can dissolve and 
then appear unexpectedly in space. The performer has to execute a number of 
sequences designed by the artist, first relatively spontaneous, then gradually 
more and more complex. These are postures and choreographed movements rela-
ting to the space, its architecture and its décor. La Mesure harmonique, of which 
Guillaume Pilet will be presenting a new version for five days at the CCS, is a work 
in progress that takes into account the social context of the artist and his pu-
blic appearance in the exhibition space: both on a human scale and in terms of 
the interaction that occurs between painting, a motif, a body, a building, and an 
audience.
 
Tiphanie Blanc, art critic and freelance curator



La Mesure Harmonique, 2015
Performance and installation at Swiss Art Awards, Basel, Switzerland, 2015



La Mesure Harmonique, 2015
Performance and installation at Alpina Haus, Schinkel Pavillon, Berlin, Germany, 2015



Le Pavillon de la Pensée Sauvage, 2015
Installation view at Art en plein air, Môtiers, Switzerland, 2015



Sintese Humanista, 2014
Performance and installation at
Kunsthalle, Sao Paolo, Brazil, 2014



Humpty Dumpty sat on a Wall (Série noire), 2015
Glazed ceramic
35 x 31 x 13 cm
Unique



From the series Pathosformel, 2015 
All glazed ceramic
Different sizes



La synthèse humaniste, 2015
From the series Pathosformel, 2015 
Glazed ceramic
23 x 15 x 7 cm



She Devil in a Green Dress or The Mermaid, 2015
Glazed ceramic



Untitled, The Ballerina, The Baby Venus, The Teacher, all 2014 
All glazed ceramic
Different sizes



Acid rain on venus, 2016
Acrylic on canvas
56 x 97 cm



Eau saumâtre, 2015
Acrylic on canvas
100 x 64 x 24 cm



Métropolitoon, 2015 
Acrylic on canvas 
32 x 69 cm

Bricks n°11, 2014 
Acrylic on canvas 
70 x 107 cm



B&T n°2, 2015
Acrylic on canvas
43 x 47 cm



B&T n°4, 2015
Acrylic on canvas
32 x 52 cm



Untitled, 2014
Acrylic on canvas
40 x 40 cm

Untitled, 2014
Acrylic on canvas
40 x 40 cm



Bricks n°12, Bricks n°11, both 2014
Both acrylic on canvas
117x67 cm, 70x107 cm



Give truth a chance n°5, 2014
Acrylic on canvas
74 x 100 cm



Bricks n°8, 2013 
Acrylic on canvas 
175 x 272 cm



Learning from aping



Zoo Manners, 2014
Solo Exhibition at Kunsthaus Glarus, Switzerland, 2014
Installtion view
Photo credit: Gunnar Meier



Cage Painting (Sunset), diptych / Cage Painting (Wet Jungle), 2014 
Solo Exhibition at Kunsthaus Glarus, Switzerland, 2014
Installation view
Photo credit: Gunnar Meier



Learning to Love, 2013-ongoing
15 framed silver prints 
Solo Exhibition at Kunsthaus Glarus, Switzerland, 2014
Installation view
Photo credits: Gunnar Meier



Learning from Aping - The Mind Map, 2012-2014 
Solo Exhibition at Kunsthaus Glarus, Switzerland, 2014
Installation view
Photo credits: Gunnar Meier



I Ape Therefore I Am / Cootie (a.k.a The Unknown), 2014 
Solo Exhibition at Kunsthaus Glarus, Switzerland, 2014
Installation view
Photo credits: Gunnar Meier



Imago, 2014 
Performance at Kunsthaus Glarus, Switzerland, 2014



KUNSTHAUS GLARUS 
09.02.2014 – 04.05.2014
GUILLAUME PILET
LEARNING TO LOVE

Guillaume Pilet (born 1984 in Payerne, lives and works in Lausanne) describes 
himself—although he already counts among today’s established young Swiss 
artists—as an interested amateur in the world of art. In his works, he skillfully 
juggles between high and low, art and do-it-yourself, and, in so doing, incessant-
ly blurs the boundaries between the genres. Naïve forms and motifs, simple mate-
rials and techniques such as wood, ceramic, batik or sponge painting, and every-
day objects are intermixed with references and figures from art history and the 
sciences. He energetically blends intuition and careful analysis, aesthetics of bad 
taste and distinguished chic. These elements coalesce in his paintings, photogra-
phy, videos, sculptures, and installations into a kind of Gesamtkunstwerk. With 
such juxtapositions, he also negotiates hierarchies of cultural production and 
mechanisms of representation. In a nonchalant and incessantly tongue-in-cheek 
approach, he probes mechanisms of art and his own output as an artist.





Installation view at Swiss Art Awards, Basel, Switzerland, 2014



Installation view at Bex & Arts, Bex, Switzerland, 2014



Bex & Arts Émergences, 2014, page 94



Surrogate Mothers, 2013
Solo exhibition at Rotwand, Zurich, Switzerland, 2013
Installation view



Surrogate Mothers, 2013
Solo exhibition at Rotwand, Zurich, Switzerland, 2013
Installation view



Surrogate Mothers, 2013
Solo exhibition at Rotwand, Zurich, Switzerland, 2013
Installation view



Surrogate Mothers, 2013
Solo exhibition at Rotwand, Zurich, Switzerland, 2013
Installation view
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GUILLAUME PILET 

SURROGATE MOTHERS  

 

March 21 – May 18, 2013 

Opening: Wednesday, March 20, 6 – 8 pm 

 

An interview between Tiphanie Blanc and Yann Chateigné with Guillaume  Pilet 

 

Tiphanie Blanc and Yann Chateigné: You have referenced key figures in primatology 

in a number of projects before. What sets this work and research apart is your 

personal pantheon, which now has a number of new entries. What role do Dian Fossey, 

Jane Goodall, Harry Harlow and their apes play in your exhibition at Rotwand? 

 

Guillaume Pilet: Harry Harlow is everywhere, I even reference him in the title. 

Surrogate Mothers is a concept I borrowed from a series of experiments that the 

behavioural scientist carried out with baby monkeys. Through these experiments he 

demonstrated the importance of love – something previously ignored by science – for 

learning processes and the development of cognitive thinking. This is also a central 

theme in Learning From Aping, which is the name of my own research into apes which I 

started a year ago. 

 

I invert the concept of the surrogate mother, shifting the focus to the women 

scientists who dedicated their lives to studying apes. Dian Fossey gave her life and 

even died for the mountain gorillas when she was murdered in her fight against 

poaching. Jane Goodall studied chimpanzees in their natural habitat, and Penny 

Patterson spent much of her youth exclusively in the company of the female gorilla, 

Koko, who she taught to used American sign language.  

 

This form of selflessness interests me in a number of ways. For one, the first 

groundbreaking insights into great apes were all thanks to young women, because 

supposedly female characteristics such as patience, gentleness or empathy (mother 

instinct) were considered the best qualification for ethological studies. However 

sexist this assessment, it did mean that women were able make real headway in this 

branch of science. 

 

Then as regards these women figures, I am interested in the image of them in the 

media. Dian Fossey and Jane Goodall, who are mostly known through National 



Geographic, as well as the cover photo that Koko took of herself, are an integral part 

of our collective visual heritage. 

But I should admit that I was also fascinated by the reports of their total and 

obsessive selflessness. When I read Dian Fossey's biography it followed me into my 

dreams.  

  

In the exhibition the three women are represented in huge busts, their faces are egg-

shaped and without contour and their expressions are drawn from photographs. So 

there are these massive, exemplary figures who I have added to my personal 

mythology, as well as faces we know from the media who are part of the collective 

visual heritage. 

 

I refer to Harry Harlow in three ceramic figures inspired by the Surrogate Cloth 

Mother, which provides love and security.  

 

Let's talk more about Koko photographing herself. She evokes the clever ape but also 

the self-portrait genre as a whole. This gesture can also be interpreted as an image 

of the artist in the distorting mirror of the anthropomorphic animal and thus as a 

grotesque pseudoscientific self-presentation. Your interest in an image like this must 

have a deeper meaning. 

 

Aside from the portrait of the artist as monkey, which goes back to the Renaissance 

expression ars simia naturae (literally, art is the ape of nature) and is an admission 

of art's inability to portray nature as well as art's shortcomings in general, what I 

find interesting about this self-portrait is the anthropomophising of the object, which 

at the same time implies the dissolution of the human figure. What you see on the 

cover of National Geographic is not just an ape, but a portrait that is not made by a 

human hand. To an extent this is really a form of emancipation/liberation. Last year, 

however, another monkey self-portrait went through the print and online media and 

actually triggered a serious debate about copyright. To return to Koko, interestingly 

she made it onto the cover of National Geographic a second time in 1985. This time 

Koko was holding a young cat in her arms. Anthropomorphism were so far here that 

people were crediting the gorilla with having emotional affect, a universal feeling 

evoked by her interaction with a little cat. 

 

Don't you worry that visitors will see only the humorous, grotesque side of these 

images and forget about the project's scientific and anthropological aspects? How 

will you realise these experiments formally? 

 

I think that the seriousness and energy with which I carry out my research will 

prevent it sliding into comedy. What I obviously found so fascinating about the image 



of the monkey is that it crops up in such different areas: in art history, as I 

mentioned earlier, in groundbreaking experiments in behavioural psychology, and in 

the entertainment sector in regressive shows like the TBS Chimp Channel show, where 

parodies are played by chimpanzees. 

 

I'm not a scientist. My intuitive methods of assimilating these various allusions often 

have a metaphorical or allegorical character. I think that viewers who follow their own 

associations will pick up on the more serious questions behind these humorous-

looking forms. 

 

Their a priori playful appearance might even make the effect of these works even 

more brutal.  

 

Can you explain a little more about how these questions are transmuted in the 

exhibition? 

 

Through the different interpretations of the works, I think. On the wall, for example, 

are small abstract images, hung classically. A diverse formal vocabulary is played out 

on these canvases, but actually they are copies of lexigrams created in the USA in 

the early 70s. They are abstract word symbols that were created to communicate with 

great apes whose vocal chords are unable to produce any of the sounds that 

resemble human language. The small square images are simply abstractions made for 

apes – a fortiori “intelligent” apes who can determine their “exact” meaning. I have 

frequently chosen concepts that are not usually associated with the conceptual world 

of apes, such as “tomorrow”, or which describe interactions such as “feel”, “hug”, 

“play”, as well as words that allow the monkey to express an opinion, like “yes” and 

“no”. 

 

As in many of your projects, here you also use classical, canonical or even academic 

artistic forms to play with the codes of artistic expression: the portrait bust, 

abstract painting – either gestural or geometric – and even monumental art. But you 

use these forms in a deliberately  clumsy, regressive and naïve way. One could also 

see them as a sort of negative development of artistic expression. You are also very 

interested in the question of mediocrity, perhaps that's what is is about the image 

primates convey when they ape humans – what you might call a primitive reflection of 

our culture. 

 

Magritte had his cow period, would you say that you are now in your ape period? 

 

Yes, definitely. A period which will continue until 2016, the year of the monkey. 

 



Learning from Aping certainly seems to occupy a special place in my work as a whole, 

you could compare it with what Deleuze describes as the advantage of being a 

stranger within one's own language. But this series of works is not fundamentally 

different from the rest of my practice, even if I have to admit that in this case I am 

granting myself greater freedoms because my sphere of activity, one could call it a 

pretext, lends itself so wonderfully to experimentation. The project consists of 

extensive documentation – I am compiling a library specialised in monkeys, and 

collecting articles and objects from everyday culture – and also a very free 

interpretation of all these phenomena from a point of view that sometimes verges on 

the pseudoscientific or even pseudoartistic. The fact that I see myself in Magritte's 

cow period as much as in amateur art is something I put down to my impartiality 

towards all forms of artistic expression. Learning From Aping offers wonderful 

possibilities for play, even my own artistic autonomy/authorship is thrown into 

question. Sometimes I feel like a character that I have invented myself. This is the role 

I also play in the film that is currently being made about this research. I often ask 

myself how I position myself as an artist, but there's no way I could say. I ape art, I 

think, if not deliberately. I can't seem to do anything else.  

 

(Translation Lucy Powell)  

 

 

 

 



Kunstbulletin, Ausgabe Mai 2013, 2. 67/68



La jeunesse est un art, 2012
Group show at Kunsthaus Aarau, Switzerland, 2012
Installation view



La Jeunesse est un art, Jubiläum
Manor Kunstpreis 2012, Aargauer 
Kunsthaus Aarau, p 226-229



Others



Solo exhibition with Rotwand at Art Brussels, Belgium, 2012
Installation view



Solo exhibition with Rotwand at Art Brussels, Belgium, 2012
Installation view



L‘Art de la Fugue, 2011
Solo exhibition at Rotwand, Zurich, Switzerland, 2011
Installation view



L‘Art de la Fugue, 2011
Solo exhibition at Rotwand, Zurich, Switzerland, 2011
Installation view



L‘Art de la Fugue, 2011
Solo exhibition at Rotwand, Zurich, Switzerland, 2011
Installation view
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GUILLAUME PILET 
 
May 20 – July 2, 2011  
Opening: Friday, May 20, 6-8pm 
 
 
Everything about Guillaume Pilet questions the status of the work of art: 
artifact, pedestal, background, wallpaper – all genres and origins get mixed and 
combined. From popular culture, the artist uses childish shapes, batik, pressed 
wood, ceramics, and representations of objects from daily life; from art history, 
he evokes emblematic figures, institutional criticism, Pop Art, the 
“Gesamtkunstwerk”. He successfully incorporates into his work the items used to 
display the objects themselves by creating a setting made of clashing 
juxtapositions. The items used to display the artifacts become installations, 
drawing in the visitor and his world with panache. The use of naïve figures only 
serves to emphasize the feeling of empathy that takes the visitor by surprise 
and with humor.  
 
L’Art de la Fugue (The Art of the Fugue) is the first monographic exhibition in 
Zurich devoted to this artist from the Canton of Vaud. The title itself is a play on 
words using the language and reference to classical German culture. The double 
meaning involves two words that are very close, since the Art of the fugue by 
Johann Sebastian Bach could also mean the art of flight (lat. fuga, flight) by the 
French-speaking Swiss artist in the face of the serious of “high” art. Does this 
mean he is running away like a child in the face of the pseudo challenge reflected 
in the fact of showing his work in the country’s cultural capital, or is this a 
tribute to the art of combined chaos like in the work of the Leipzig composer? 
The answer, naturally, is a combination of both and much more. 
 
The shaped canvases with motifs of brick walls or chains rebel against the 
principle of artistic representation by making everyday shapes into geometrical 
abstractions. The ceramic sculptures mock great art by symbolizing existential 
themes such as representations of death, still life paintings, Greek mythology 
and cynical philosophy, but in the style of a cartoonist. Concrete Series is a joke 
on language and styles: objects from everyday life are frozen in a layer of 
concrete that becomes a painting; at the same time, the word concrete refers to 
Swiss concrete art, based on a mathematic geometric, and by extension, it refers 
to the highly concrete look of the objects displayed this way.  
 
Active since 2005, Guillaume Pilet combines presentations of his plastic work 
with his curatorial and critical research. Aside from numerous personal 
exhibitions, he has participated in group exhibitions in Switzerland and abroad. 
With Tiphanie Blanc and Vincent Normand, since September 2010, he has been a 
member of the Forde Art Space committee in Geneva. Since 2009, the three of 
them have edited the fanzine “Criticism,” defined as the magazine critiquing the 
critics.   
The exhibition L’Art de la Fugue offers the opportunity to see in Zurich first-
hand the latest work by Guillaume Pilet who bordered on the iconoclastic because 
of his irreverent views of artistic codes. 
 
Text Denis Pernet 
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Char Tuning, 2011
Installation view at Art en plein air, Môtiers, Switzerland, 2011



Excuse Me While I Disappear, 2010
Solo exhibition at 1m3, Lausanne, Switzerland, 2010
Installation view





Solo exhibition with Rotwand at ZKB Zurich Art Prize, Zurich, Switzerland, 2010
Installation view



Pursuit of Happines, 2009
Installation view  at Swiss Art Award, Basel, Switzerland, 2009





Solo exhibition at 20qm, Berlin, Germany, 2008
Installation view



A certain je ne sais pas quoi, 2008
Solo exhibition at Centre culturel suisse, Paris, France, 2008
Installation view



You call it, 2008
Solo exhibition at Prix Mobilière Young Art, Berne, Switzerland, 2008
Installation view


